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Foreword

Welcome to our Annual Report which gives
a brief overview of just some of the key
activities we have undertaken to support
our members, improve the welfare of police
officers and efficiency of the police service in
order to have a positive impact on the public.
North Wales Police Federation supports
officers up to the rank of Chief Inspector. Our
role is to negotiate and influence on your
behalf across the various roles in policing. We
influence and negotiate on a number of issues
and our involvement in these meetings makes
sure you have a voice. We obtain outcomes
that support and underpin the core values of
your policing.
2019 saw another busy year for the Federation.
More and more officers are requiring our
assistance which has left a very steady and
rising demand on the team. This saw a mixture
of dealing with misconduct investigations, both
internally and with the Independent Office for
Police Conduct (IOPC). These investigations
can often take a significant amount of time
to investigate and throughout, the Federation
‘Friend’ will be there to arrange the necessary
legal and welfare support.
The Federation also have a key role when
it comes to challenging unfair and even
discriminatory behaviour in the workplace.
Sadly this means that we often end up
supporting members through grievance
procedures, internal processes and even civil
legal cases.
As you read this Annual Report I hope you will
see the commitment the Federation makes to
ensuring your voice is heard internally and
externally. We attend countless meetings
which, at times, can be an onerous task, but
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are all necessary to ensure we put forward the
best interests of our members. We also feed in
to the national policing picture to make sure
north Wales police officer’s views are heard
loud and clear.
Since starting in the position of General
Secretary in 2018, my eyes have been opened
to how much work goes on ‘behind the scenes’
by the Federation to support colleagues. Our
workplace reps and fulltime officials really
are the first port of call when an officer is in
distress or enduring personal turmoil. We will
utilise all our skills, abilities and compassion to
do what we can to make it right. Sometimes
we get this right and other times not so much
but it is important that we can hold our hand
on our heart and say we did our best.
I want to thank all those who do support the
Federation in our work. At times relationships
with the organisation and individuals can be
adversarial, that is to be expected, but we
should all passionately strive to make sure
our brave, dedicated and committed police
officers are the best supported, the best
equipped and best trained as they protect us
in the communities we live and work in.
Mark Jones, North Wales Police
Federation General Secretary

1.

Welcome to the North
Wales Police Federation
annual report 2019
I am pleased to present this report that
gives an overview of our work in 2019 and
which demonstrates how North Wales Police
Federation serves our members, provides
welfare support, helps the Force work
effectively and in turn provides value to the
communities we serve.
We are keen to highlight that the forces most
valuable resource is its people. In doing so, the
Federation has a key role to play in promoting
Officer Welfare and helping to keep Officers
fit for work.
Our primary aim is to ensure that we represent
members in discipline matters, ensuring that
the best level of representation is given to
members in their hour of need. We need to
ensure that the matters are handled efficiently
which is beneficial not just to our members
but also to the Force and the public.
The Police Federation’s work, whether local
or national covers a multitude of topics and
hopefully this report will highlight the diverse
range of subjects we cover for the benefit of
our members.
Whether a full time Federation official, a
divisional representative, staff member of
one of our partners we are all working for the
benefit of our members.
This report is an overview of some of the
work we have completed over the last twelve
months, not including all the day to day
enquiries on pay and conditions and welfare
and general guidance.

2.

I hope you find it informative and interesting
and who knows it could inspire you to become
a future Federation representative.
Simon Newport, North Wales Police
Federation Chairman

2019 - Roundup

2019 was another busy year for your local
Federation, representing, influencing and
negotiating on the behalf of all our members,
from those who are new in service, right
though to those who are retiring. 2019 was the
centenary year for the Police Federation of
England and Wales, and events culminated in
a celebration event in November where Home
Secretary Priti Patel addressed 700 officers
and invited guests including chief constables
and PCCs at Methodist Central Hall in
Westminster, London where the Federation’s
first conference was held in 1919.
We spoke to six new intakes of student
officers in 2019; advising new officers what
the Federation does for officers, highlighting
the special nature of student constables and
Regulation 13, raising awareness of the Group
Insurance Scheme, highlighting the features
for all members, and providing details and
benefits of the Police Treatment Centres. One
of these was to the new Direct Entry Inspector,
and for the first time North Wales Police had
a cohort of Direct Entry detectives, who we
saw twice (in August and September). We
also spoke to nine groups of new PCSO’s
and Police Staff, to let them know about the
benefits of the Group Insurance.
The Force, including its most senior
management, continues to recognise the
importance of having the Federation involved
and consulted on major policy and procedural
changes. This ensures that decisions taken
by the organisation are subject to intense
scrutiny to safeguard officer’s wellbeing
and welfare. Last year the Federation
attended meetings both at a National and
Force strategic level. These included (not
an exhaustive list!): Promotions Board;
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Leadership and Culture; Wellbeing; Screening
Panels; Force Executive Board; Financial
Savings; Misconduct; Grievance; Welsh;
Tactical Citizens in Policing; PSD meetings;
Employment Tribunals; Member Services;
Redeployment and Recruitments Board.
More so than ever, it’s vital that your voice
is represented to the organisation. We were
invited by the Force to attend recruitment
events across North Wales, and were please
to attend the events in Connah’s Quay and
Llandrillo. Branch Secretary Mark Jones
gave prospective new recruits a realistic and
informative presentation about the realities
of policing, and we’re pleased to say that our
stand was very busy!
The Federation in North Wales once again
scheduled surgeries for the entire police
family. In 2019 we scheduled 46 surgeries,
covering wills, family law, mortgages and
other areas that required specialist legal
advice. We’ve been pushing to achieve the
best deal for you – from equipment to member
services, and we’ve increased the portfolio of
services available to officers and police staff –
including equipment, cars, holidays, days out,
shopping, legal and financial services, welfare
and health services. Take a look at our website
to find out more, and make sure you sign up
to the ‘MSG Federation’ email group to keep
up to date with the latest offers.
We held two successful Open Days for
member services in 2019, in St Asaph and
Llay, providing an opportunity for members
to speak to a rep and find out more about
the wellbeing support that is available from
your Federation. We also had a selection of
member services on site so members could
chat to providers and find out what is available.

3.

Welcome to the North
Wales Police Federation
annual report 2019.
In 2019 we also introduced Welfare Bags for
officers going on Mutual Aid deployments. The
idea behind the bags was to provide officers
with a drink, snack and a few home comforts,
along with answers to some frequently asked
questions and contact numbers in case they
needed the Fed whilst they are away on
deployment. The bags have been really well
received by officers, and we’ve been surprised
at the numbers that the Force send on Mutual
Aid throughout the year. If you’ve got any
suggestions about what you’d like to see in
the bags, please get in touch.
With welfare in mind, we attended two
very successful PSA events – with the first
one being held at the Federation offices in
Colwyn Bay. The PSA test is a blood test that
measures the amount of prostate specific
antigen (PSA) in your blood. PSA is a protein
produced by normal cells in the prostate and
also by prostate cancer cells. It’s normal to
have a small amount of PSA in blood, and the
amount rises slightly as men get older and
the prostate gets bigger. A raised PSA level
may suggest the person has a problem with
their prostate, but not necessarily cancer. The
events saw a total of 349 men tested. So far
we are aware of 8 men who received a ‘red’
result which flags concern over their prostate
health.
It was a sad year in that we attended the
funerals of two serving North Wales officers –
DC Claire Williams and PC Chris Wood. Both
officers were outstanding in their own right,
both were totally dedicated to ‘the job’ and
both leave massive voids with their colleagues
and friends. We miss them both dearly and
our love remains with the families of Claire
and Chris.

4.

We also attended National Police Memorial
Day in Glasgow, the COPS memorial service
at the National Arboretum in Staffordshire
and the 24th Police Bravery Awards.
83 North Wales Police officers/PCSO’s and 7
retired officers attended the Police Treatment
Centres in 2019, 69 accessing the muscularskeletal programme and 21 the psychological
wellbeing programme. It’s a notable increase
on last year, but it’s worth pointing out that
there was a 10% increase in donor numbers
from North Wales Police officers, PCSO’s
and CDO’s in 2019. The PTC is an amazing
facility, ensuring injured officers have the
best possible chance of recovery from injuries
sustained both on and off duty. Attendance
at the PTC is classed as duty time, and if you
don’t currently donate to the PTC, please get
in touch with the Federation Office for more
details.

Our Group Insurance Scheme saw some
improvements to the cover provided in 2019,
including an increase in the life cover and
critical illness elements. If you’re not currently
a member why not take a look at the scheme
benefits on our website? It’s much more than
just a life insurance policy. To give you an idea
of how our members benefitted from the
scheme, in 2019 members called out the motor
breakdown service over 256 times, there were
travel insurance claims totalling more than
£28,000.00; plus claims for life insurance,
critical illness, court compensation and 43
members claimed convalescent benefit (for
assistance with travel to and from the Police
Treatment Centres). GP24 was a new aspect of
the Group Insurance in 2019, and 19 members
utilised this service between its introduction
in March and the end of the year. Membership
of the Group Insurance is open to all police
officers and police staff, and if you’d like to
join please contact the Federation office.
The
North
Wales
Police
Federation
Community Service Awards evening was held
in November. PC 3279 Geraint Owen picked
up this year’s overall award and was a truly
worthy winner of the trophy and bursary.
Geraint was recognized for his dedication,
commitment and outstanding passion for
managing youth community teams and police
sports associations. Geraint has coached the
Colwyn Bay Junior Rugby Club under 11’s for
the past 3 years’, has regenerated the North
Wales Police rugby team, is a valued member
of the Great British Police Rugby League
Team and is also a community judo coach,
committing to two to three hours a week
to assist with the coaching of the Rhos
Judokwai / Police HQ judo club for both
adults and children. Runners up for the 2019
CSA award were Constable Leigh McCann,
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PC Elaine Ball and PC Non Edwards. You can
read more about all of the nominees in the
December edition of Your Voice.

We designed and produced a booklet to raise
awareness on Post Incident Procedures. We
decided to produce the booklet because the
PIP process can increasingly be utilised for
any serious incident, and, because it hasn’t
to date been widely used within North Wales
Police there is still some myth and distrust
around the whole process. It became apparent
during the first half of 2019 that many officers
don’t know what a Post Incident Procedure
involves, or what its’ purpose is. This, in turn,
led to feelings of uncertainty and anxiety for
some officers who found themselves part of
a PIP following incidents involving a death
or serious injury. The booklet contains an
introduction from the Chief Constable, and
includes an input from the NWP Lead Post
Incident Manager, PSD, the IOPC and Slater
and Gordon Principal Lawyer Richard Black.
It explains what a PIP is, why it’s used and
details the four stages; it also contains the
experiences of two North Wales Officers who
have gone through the PIP process recently.
We hope that you’ve found it informative and
useful.

5.

Welcome to the North
Wales Police Federation
annual report 2019.
We’ve introduced a new North Wales Police
Federation membership card, to replace the
older generic PFEW card. You should have
received your new card in December, along
with your 2020 diary. The new membership
card can be used to take advantage of
the member services discounts that we
have negotiated for you. To find out what’s
available take a look at the Services page on
our website.
As you may know, the Force stopped providing
pre-retirement courses a few years ago, and
the Federation took over the responsibility
to provide this important service for officers
who were approaching a massive milestone
in their working lives. We held four courses
in 2019. These courses, with guest speakers,
ensured that officers and staff approaching
retirement had the best possible advice for
when that last shift had finished.
We take the training of your reps very seriously,
so in 2019 we sent your reps on 19 courses
provided by PFEW HQ in Leatherhead. These
courses included Conduct and Performance,
Equality, New Reps, Advocacy, and Health and
Safety. This additional training has given your
reps greater resilience to both represent you
when the worst happens, or to signpost you
to greater help when you need it the most.
Looking towards 2020, we will be providing
a Welfare training day for all reps in February.

6.

You can keep up to date with progress via our
Facebook and Twitter pages and don’t forget
to join our MSG Federation email group.
www.nwpolfed.org
facebook.com/NWalesPoliceFed/
twitter.com/NWalesPoliceFed

Conduct and
Performance
North Wales Police Federation Misconduct
leads are the Chair Simon Newport and the
Deputy Secretary Mel Jones.
The Branch have a number of misconduct
trained workplace representatives who
can support members facing misconduct
allegations or performance related issues.
Branch officials work closely with both
the force based Professional Standards
Department and the Wales and West region
IOPC to ensures that cases are dealt with in a
fair and proportionate manner.
This frequent liaison, coupled with the
learning and development ethos of the Police
Conduct Regulations, have seen a decrease in
the severity assessment of complaints.
In 2016 there were 42 Gross Misconduct
Investigations
and
45
Misconduct
Investigations.
In
2019
this
amount
had reduced by 72% to 19 Gross
Misconduct Investigations and 5 Misconduct
Investigations.
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7.

Professional
Development
We attend meetings locally, regionally and
nationally to ensure that we are involved in the
consultation and development of recruitment,
training, development and assessment and
promotion of our members.
The way in which officers are recruited and
are trained will change dramatically in North
Wales in 2020, with a move away from the
15 year old IPLDP to the College of Policing
PEQF requirements, and North Wales
Police Federation has been involved in this
progression from the start. North Wales Police
has now announced that it will be working
with Bangor University, and the first cohort
of students will begin in September 2020.
We will support those students and follow
their development closely as the programme
develops.
We have also been closely involved in the
development and implementation of the
new promotion process to ensure fairness,
transparency and consistency.

8.

Other area of interest, nationally, have included
• Whether regulation 13 requires
amending for the PEQF process or
whether it remains fit for purpose 		
in its current format (the Federation
argues that no amendment is
necessary)
• Transformation of Police Learning
And Development. The key driver for
this national project was vision
2025 - a 5 stranded document
(by the NPCC and APCC) written in
2016. The project aims to help all
forces develop L&D functions in line
with Vision 2025
• NPCC vision for pay reform
• Recruitment process for the promised
20,000 additional police officers.
It’s a very dynamic and fast moving
environment, which will see the first
tranche of new recruits begin in the
New Year. It will be interesting to see
if the pace will be maintained.

Prioritising
equality
Flexible working was under focus last year
with the force moving to a new shift patterns
as part of the OIP work, which did impact
upon some members who were represented
by the Federation.

As one of the Equality Leads for North Wales
Police Federation, I jumped at the chance to
apply for this unit, as I believe whole heartedly
in what it is looking to achieve.

It is extremely important that each and every
force represents the communities it serves.
Police Forces have come a long way in this
with regards to gender at PC level, but there
is still a long way to go in lots of other areas.
Equality is not about treating everyone the
same it’s about everyone having “Equity”. It’s
about the playing field being levelled up for
everyone, so everyone is afforded the same
opportunities.
The communities need to have trust and
confidence in the Police and that is much
more likely if they see themselves represented
in their police force and can relate to them.
North Wales is very invested in this and has
just set up a Workforce Representation
Team for the next 12 months, consisting of
an Inspector (me), Andrea Beedles Positive
Action Officer and 2x PC’s who are currently
being recruited.

By Inspector Ceri Hawe

The main focus of the unit initially will
be recruiting BAME (Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic) Police Officers as we are
underrepresented in this area currently. Once
we see some progress in this area the team
will look at other areas such as LGBT and
Senior Women in the organisation along with
other protected characteristics.
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9.

Finance

Financial control of the finances of NWP
Federation is managed in its entirety by
PFEW at Leatherhead. The total monthly
subscription of members is forwarded to
Leatherhead. Historically the Branch would
retain 30% of the monthly subscription but
this is no longer the case.
All invoices from suppliers are forwarded direct
to the Finance Department at Leatherhead.
Expenses claims from our representatives are
forwarded direct to the Finance Department
at Leatherhead via a Contina IT App and are
reimbursed direct to the Representative
Management Information is provided to the
Branch Council from the Finance Department
at Leatherhead.
Annual audited accounts are provided by
KPMG and when available are posted on the
National and local PFEW Websites.
h will see the first
tranche of new recruits begin in the
New Year. It will be interesting to see
if the pace will be maintained.

10.

Health and
Safety
There are a number of health & safety trained
workplace representatives with the lead being
Tony Edwards. The Federation Secretary Mark
Jones is our deputy and does some fantastic
work all round.
Wellbeing within the police service has
certainly and rightfully so been at the top of
the agenda again this year covering Physical
wellbeing, Mental Health, Financial and
wellbeing in general.
All 43 forces now have a wellbeing SPOC.
The treatment centre in Harrogate has had
a 2.5 million pound donation with the sole
purpose being to help treat officers suffering
with PTSD.

A new Hs1 reporting system was due to go on
line in October 2019 which was delayed with
the departure of the force H&S manager. We
now have a new manager Mr Colin Jones and
I look forward to working closely with him in
the future. The new reporting system is now
due to go live in March.
I regularly attend the force H&S management
group meetings representing all members
of the Federation. I also attend the leader’s
seminars in Leatherhead, normally held in
February and September, updating members
on topics discussed via the Your Voice
magazine.

The Federation has had to make a difficult
decision in bringing the force to task regards
to Roads Policing PPE. This shows that we
will take action as needed on behalf of our
members when it comes to the importance of
Health & safety.
Our H&S lead has been heavily involved in
a working group helping to re design the
Alliance Armed Policing vehicle fit with the
emphasise being placed squarely on health
& safety making sure that the kit carried is
stored securely and un able to contact the
driver or passenger in the event of a crash.
The load is spread low down across the length
of the vehicle to assist with vehicle stability at
speed.
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By PC Tony Edwards

11.

365

DAYS OF

NORTH WALES POLICE FEDERATION
SCHEME CLAIMS DATA

2019 AT A GLANCE...

Travel claims to the
value of over £25,000
were settled

Total number of members
signed up to Federation
Scheme as of Dec 2019

1624 members
There were 2 Critical
Illness claims

19 GP24 Callouts
were made

R.I.P
4 Life claims

43 NWP officers attended
the Treatment Centres

1 Legal Expense
claim was registered

21 cases of Court award
compensation claims
were awarded
Over 250 breakdowns
were attended
Hospital benefit claims to the
value of £1,850 were settled

4 Dental benefit claims

36 Red Arc calls
were made

